Special Martin Luther King, Jr. issue

2008 marks the 40th anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s assassination. As part of the University of Baltimore's "Baltimore '68 Riots and Rebirth," Passager is proud to offer this collection of literary writing, personal recollections, and oral histories.

This special issue is not available in bookstores, nor is it a part of a regular subscription. It will be available at the "Riots and Rebirth" Conference, and directly through Passager.

Praise for the Special Martin Luther King Issue

"I have been away and just yesterday received the Martin Luther King Issue which is beautifully done. I am still reading, amazed at all that has happened, striking when you see it from different points of view, and put together for a whole perspective." —Mary Jo Balistreri

"I've just finished reading the MLK issue and I was moved in ways no other journal has moved me, not in a long, long time. I will use this issue in my classes next year, for sure. Thank you for your deep editorial sensitivities." —Jennifer Wallace
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